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ABSTRACT  

This paper evaluates the seismic behavior of four methods for retrofitting typical reinforced concrete school 

building. The original school (SO) suffers from limited ductility and lateral resistance. The four seismic 

upgrading methods are using carbon fiber reinforced polymers (SUFRP), steel jacket (SUSJ), bracing 

(SUBR), or concrete jacket (SUCJ). Nonlinear pushover and time history analyses are made for the five 

schools. Three code-scaled natural earthquakes are utilized for the inelastic response history analysis. The 

pushover analysis revealed that providing the school with bracing (SUBR) results in reducing the lateral 

displacements. However, the three other types of seismic retrofit (SUFRP, SUSJ, and SUCJ) develop larger 

lateral displacements when compared to the original school (SO). The translation ductility and energy 

dissipation for school SUBR is poor while they are good for schools SUFRP, SUSJ, and SUCJ. The base 

shear is increased for the four upgrading methods (SUFRP, SUSJ, SUBR, and SUCJ) compared to school 

SO. From the nonlinear time-history analysis, the maximum interstorey drift was approximately similar for 

schools SO, SUFRP, and SUCJ. Lesser values for the maximum interstorey drift are obtained for schools 

SUSJ and SUBR. The nonlinear time-history analysis also gives similar base shear for all the upgrading 

methods compared to school SO with the exception of school SUCJ which showed increase in the base shear.  

 

Keywords: Seismic upgrading, jackets, retrofitting, pushover analysis, time history analysis.  

 

1. Introduction 

A considerable number of buildings all around the 

world are designed for gravity loads only or 

according to old building codes with smaller seismic 

loads than the current codes. These buildings suffer 

from inadequate seismic details and lateral resistance. 

Therefore, it is important to enhance their seismic 

behavior using different methods. 

Adhikari et al. (2019) performed finite element 

analysis to study the seismic non-linear behavior of 

nine reinforced concrete buildings. They compared 

the inter-story drifts, capacity curves, and strengths. 

Also, they evaluated the vulnerability of the nine 

buildings. They jacketed the columns of the 

vulnerable buildings and performed a finite element 

analysis. The conclusion is that jacketing columns 

improves the seismic behavior. Gandelli et al. (2019) 

retrofitted a hospital using dissipative braces. They 

performed non-linear time history analysis which 

confirmed that the system protects both the non-

structural components and the structural frame. Porcu 

et al. (2019) performed time-history analysis to study 

the behavior of seismically upgraded building using 

carbon fiber reinforced polymers. They used two 

programs (SAP2000 and SeismoStruct) and 

compared the differences in the modeling. Elbetar 

and Issa (2017) performed pushover analysis to 

evaluate three seismic retrofit systems for two 

dimensional frames. They found that for low rise 

frames, upgrading the columns using concrete or 

steel jackets is effective in improving the seismic 

behavior. Almeida et al. (2017) utilized buckling 

restrained braces to seismically upgrade school 

building. They performed dynamic and static 

analyses to study this retrofitting system. They also 

suggested a design method to minimize the 

dimensions of the braces. The minimized bracing 

system resulted in high energy dissipation and 

strength. Issa and Taha (2015) conducted pushover 

and response history analyses to evaluate three types 

of seismic enhancement bracing systems. They 

reported that the three bracing systems are efficient in 

upgrading the seismic behavior. Choi et al. (2014) 

presented a method for seismic upgrade of the 

columns of reinforced concrete frames which are 

deficient in shear using FRP jackets. Genetic 

algorithm is used to optimize the cost of FRP 

jacketing and the seismic performance. They applied 

their method to 3-story reinforced concrete frame. 

Using this algorithm, they reduced the variation of 

inter-story drift in the same time prevented  the shear 

failure while minimizing the used FRP. Sarno and 
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Manfredi (2010) performed seismic evaluation of 

framed reinforced concrete building which suffers 

from low ductility and lateral resistance. They 

upgraded the building using buckling restrained 

braces which dissipate the earthquake energy. To 

evaluate the new system, they performed pushover 

and time history analyses. They found that local and 

global displacements are reduced and the ductility is 

enhanced. Thermou and Elnashai (2006) discussed 

the effect of different seismic repair methods on the 

member and system performance. They commented 

on both foundation and super-structure upgrading 

methods. Their discussion covered the effect of 

upgrading methods on the ductility, strength, and 

stiffness. Maheri (2005) presented a method for 

seismic upgrade of reinforced concrete frames by 

applying fiber-reinforced composite either as wet or 

as sheets to the reinforced concrete members. He 

compared the ductility and strength of such upgraded 

building with other methods of seismic upgrade such 

as steel and FRP jackets and steel bracing. Maheri 

(2005) reported that applying the fiber-reinforced 

composite is suitable for undamaged and damaged 

reinforced concrete members as the ductility, 

stiffness, and strength are all increased. Griffith and 

Pinto (2000) presented seismic test of 4-story 

reinforced concrete frame with infill walls. The frame 

is of weak-column strong-beam type. Based on the 

results and on the survey of literature, they suggested 

three seismic retrofit schemes which are to be tested 

in a later research. The seismic upgrading methods 

are:replacing the infill walls by damping braces, 

jacketing some of the unreinforced masonry walls 

and columns, and jacketing the column hinge zones. 

Rodriguez et al. (1991) reviewed the literature on 

seismic upgrade of reinforced concrete buildings. 

They covered the analytical and experimental work 

with emphasis on columns repair. 

2. Aim and Research Significance 

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the 

behavior of a typical school building in the case of 

earthquake events and propose four upgrading 

methods. The merits of these methods are to be 

compared together. 

3. Performing Linear Elastic Analysis to Design 

the Original School Building (SO) 

The original school building (SO) of this research is 

designed for gravity loads only. The loads on the 

analyzed school building are the own weight of the 

reinforced concrete beams and columns, the own 

weight of 24 cm and 20 cm slab, floor cover of 

weight equals to 0.17 t/m
2
, line wall load equals to 

1.11 t/m, and live load equals equals to to 0.3 t/m
2
. 

The plane of the school is shown in Figure 1.0. 

 

 

 
Figure 1- Plan of the Investigated School 

 

4. Investigated Original and Upgraded School 

Building 

The investigated original school (SO) consists of five 

bays in the long-direction (five class rooms) and two 

bays in the short-direction (the class room and the 

corridor) as shown in Figure 1.0. It consists of five 

floors each   𝑚 height with external steel stairs on 

the two sides which are not considered in the 

analysis. The structural system is formed of 

reinforced concrete solid slabs and reinforced 

concrete frames on axes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 which are 

the short directions. The cross-sections and 

reinforcements are as given in Table 1.0. The 

material properties of the concrete and steel are given 

in Table 2.0. The original school (SO) is designed for 

gravity loads only. 

 To upgrade the seismic performance of the school, 

four retrofitting techniques are used. These are 

wrapping all the columns with fiber reinforced 

polymers (SUFRP), jacketing all the columns with 

steel (SUSJ), adding reinforced concrete bracing 

(SUBR), and jacketing all the columns with 

reinforced concrete (SUCJ). 

 

FRP Jacket: 

 Three layers of carbon FRP are used. The thickness 

of each fiber layer is 0.165 mm. The tensile strength 

of the fiber is 2600 MPa, the tensile modulus is 

230000 MPa, the maximum elongation is 1.3% , and 

the weight is 300 gm/m
2
. A FRP jacketed column is 

shown in Figure 2.0 . 

 
Figure 2- FRP Jacketed Column 
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Steel Jacket: 

This jacket is modelled indirectly as a 1 cm thickness 

concrete jacket. Stirrups of diameter 12 mm at 200 

mm intervals are used to represent the steel plates on 

the four sides of the columns. Four bars at the corners 

of the columns of diameter 32 mm are equivalent to 

the corner angles. A steel jacketed column is shown 

in Figure 3.0 . 

 

 
Figure 3- Steel Jacketed Column 

 

Bracing: 

X-shaped reinforced concrete bracings are to be 

added on each floor on axis 1 between axes A and B 

and on axis 6 between axes A and B. The cross-

section and reinforcement of these bracings are as 

shown in Table 1.0. A braced school is shown in 

Figure 4.0 . 

 

Reinforced Concrete Jacket: 

 Reinforced concrete jacket of 15 cm thickness on all 

the four sides of the columns is used. The vertical 

reinforcing bars for the jacket are 18 bars of diameter 

16 mm placed on the four sides. Stirrups of diameter 

10 mm at 200 mm intervals are used. The strengths of 

the used concrete and reinforcement for the jacket are 

the same as the original columns. A reinforced 

concrete jacketed column is shown in Figure 5.0. 

 

 
Figure 5- Reinforced Concrete Jacketed Column 

 

 

 

  

 
 
                     Figure 4- Braced School 
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                       Table 1- Cross-Sections and Reinforcements for the Members of the Investigated School  

s.umm.b/ ntujcjmftrtj.  smj//-stf.ujj  m.tr 

murrt.tm em rr 

r. 0m fr 

Bottom=top=8 bars diameter 18 mm 

& middle=8 bars diameter 10mm 
30*130 cm mtrr 

murrt.tm em rr 

r. 0m fr 
e1 prm/  urrt.tm es rr  30*140 cm sje.rj 

murrt.tm em rr 

r. 0m fr 
4 prm/  urrt.tm e1 rr  25*25 cm mmrfujh 

 

   

Table 2- Mechanical Properties of the Concrete and Steel of the Investigated School  
yoreporP eulap 

28-day cylinder compressive strength of concrete 02 aPM 

tner/.uf rj .e./ jc mtujcjmftrtj 2*10
5
 MPa 

tute  /.mtjh.g jc mtujcjmftrtj. 002 aPM 

 
 

5. Earthquake Records Used in the Nonlinear 

Dynamic Analyses (Acceleration Time History 

Analyses) 

 

The three earthquake records used in the time history 

analyses are shown in Table 3.0. The records are 

obtained from the documentations of the 

SeismoStruct program which in turn obtained them 

from the PEER Center 

(http://peer.berkeley.edu/smcat). These are 

accelerograms of real earthquakes which are to be 

matched to the response spectrum of the Egyptian 

loading code. The assumed damping is 5%, the 

considered spectral acceleration is 0.3g where g is the 

gravitational acceleration, the spectrum type is Type 

1, the ground type is C, the importance coefficient is 

1.20, and the response reduction factor (R) is 5.0. The 

matching task is performed using a software titled 

SeismoMatch. Figure 6.0 gives an example for a 

matched response spectrum. 
 

 

Figure 6- Original and Matched Spectrums of the 

Northridge Earthquake 
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6. Modeling of the Investigated School 

Both types of analysis are made using a software 

titled SeismoStruct. This is a finite element program 

which accounts for material and geometric 

nonlinearities. The solver of the program subdivides 

the loading increments based on the convergence 

difficulties. Thus, it is stable and accurate. The 

members are modeled as force-based frame elements. 

The sections are subdivided into fibers. The concrete 

is modeled using a nonlinear model of constant 

confinement. The constitutive relationship and the 

confinement of stirrups follow the method of Mander 

et al. (1988). The cyclic rules adopted for concrete 

are those of Martinez-Rueda and Elnashai (1997). 

The reinforcement is modeled assuming a bilinear 

material behavior.  

 

 

http://peer.berkeley.edu/smcat
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7. Performed Nonlinear Structural Analysis: 

The seismic behavior of the original school (SO) and 

the four upgrading systems (SUFRP, SUSJ, SUBR, 

and SUCJ) is studied through both static pushover 

analysis and dynamic time history analysis. 

A-Nonlinear Static Pushover Analysis: 

 Static pushover analysis is performed by applying 

uniform loads in the short horizontal-direction of the 

school to evaluate its inelastic behavior and obtain 

seismic response parameters. The top displacement 

divided by the total height at failure increased 

noticeably for upgrading method SUCJ and reduced 

noticeably for upgrading method SUBR as shown in 

Table 4.0. The maximum interstorey drift divided by 

the storey height at failure reduced for retrofitting 

systems SUSJ and SUCJ with noticeable reduction 

for SUBR. For example, the top displacement divided 

by the total height at failure for the original school 

SO is 12.14 10
-3

. This value increased to 17.2 10
-3

 

for retrofitted school SUCJ and reduced to 2.9 10
-3

 

for retrofitted school SUBR. The maximum interstory 

drift divided by the storey height which occurs for the 

1
st
 level at failure is 36.5 10

-3
 for school SO. This 

value reduced to 31.1 10
-3

 for school SUCJ and 

reduced to 4.1 10
-3

 for school SUBR. We should 

notice that the failure loads are different for the five 

schools as shown by the capacity curves of Figure 

7.0. The exact values of the base shears are shown in 

Table 5.0. All the four methods resulted in increase 

of the base shear with the maximum increase 

recorded for school SUCJ and the lowest increase 

recorded for school SUFRP. Table 6.0 shows the 

seismic parameters obtained from the static pushover 

analysis. These parameters are defined in Issa and 

Issa, 2015. The parameter Ω (overstrength factor) 

equals the base shear at general yield point (Vy) 

divided by the base shear at formation of the first 

plastic hinge (Vs) while the parameter µs (structural 

ductility) equals the maximum drift (Δmax) divided by 

the drift at general yield (Δy). Both parameters 

increased for retrofitting systems SUSJ which means 

better translation ductility. For SUBR, however, the 

two parameters are reduced compared to the 

unretrofitted school, SO, which indicates lower 

translation ductility. The parameter q is the behavior 

factor which is the ratio between the theoretical 

maximum elastic base shear (Veu) and the allowable 

working design shear. The value of this parameter 

increased for the retrofitted schools SUFRP, SUSJ, 

and SUCJ which means that they are more dissipative 

for earthquake energy. However, for the upgraded 

school SUBR the "q" parameter is little reduced. 
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Table 4.0: Lateral Drifts of the Investigated School from Pushover Analysis at Failure  
sr.tmre mmuc./ m.ue ujh 

sS sdon  sds  sdmn sds  

Top displacement/ total height 

(Total displacement ratio) 

e0te4*em
-t

 e0te.*em
-t

 e0t9m*em
-t

 0t7m*em
-t

 e9t0m*em
-t

 

Interstorey drift/ storey height 

at 1
st
 level 

(Maximum value for all the 

levels) 

(uj.tm-/.jma  muc. mr.uj)  

t1t.*em
-t

 t1te*em
-t

 0ttt*em
-t

 4te*em
-t

 tete*em
-t

 

 

 

Figure 7- Capacity Curves Obtained from Pushover Analysis 

 

Table 5.0: Base Shear for the Investigated School from Pushover Analysis  

m.ue ujh Maximum Base Shear/Total 

School Weight 

( rVt xsM)%  

% increase in Max. Base 

Shear/Total School Weight 

(Max. xsM)  

sS t1tee - 

sdon  t1t1. et.m 

sds  4st4. t4te9 

sdmn 4mt1. e0t.9 

sds  .9t07 .st1. 

 

 

Table 6.0: Seismic Parameters for the Investigated School from Pushover Analysis  

gailliuB Δs  

(mc)  

ΔP  

(mc)  

Δcum  

(mc)  

es  

(Nk)  

eP  

(Nk)  

ecum  

(Nk)  

Ω µs  epa  

(Nk)  

Rµ  Q 

sS etse 0t. est0e s.mm e0e7m e0e7m et4t 9t0s 0s.mm 0tt4 .tm 

sdon  etse 0t. est0t ssmm e0t9s e0t9s et4e 9t07 temmm 0t.m .tt 

sds  ets. 0t4 e7te em.mm e1t14 e1t14 et.1 9t71 t7mmm 0tts .t1 

sdmn ets7 0tm 4tt9 ememm et9tm et9tm ett1 0te7 07mmm 0tee 4tt 

sds  et7e 0tt 0.t9t e4.mm e7t.e e7t.e ettt eete7 1mmmm ttem 1t0 

Note: 1-The design allowable stress factor (γ) is taken equal to 1.5 for the calculation of the q-factor. 

2-Δs is the drift at first yield. 

t-nµ  =xt.  sxa  
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B-Nonlinear Dynamic (Time History) Analysis: 

 To study the seismic performance of the school and 

its four upgrading systems, nonlinear time-history 

analysis is made utilizing three scaled natural seismic 

records. The earthquakes are applied in the short 

direction and 0.3 of their values in the long direction. 

As shown in Table 7.0, the value of the maximum 

interstorey drift divided by the storey height obtained 

when applying the three scaled earthquakes are 

almost the same for the original school (SO) and for 

the seismic upgrading methods SUFRP and SUCJ. 

For example, the value of the maximum interstorey 

drift/story height when applying earthquake 1 is 

1.27 10
-3

 for schools SO, 1.3 10
-3

 for school SUFRP, 

and 1.33 10
-3

 for school SUCJ. Upgrading methods 

SUSJ and SUBR generally resulted in reduction of 

the maximum interstory drift when compared to the 

original school (SO). For example, for the 1st 

earthquake, school SUSJ gives maximum interstorey 

drift divided by storey height equals 0.9 10
-3

. The 

same record for school SUBR is 0.9 10
-3

. Both of 

which are smaller than the 1.27 10
-3

 associated with 

school SO. However, the value of maximum top 

storey drift/ total school height (DT/HT) showed 

reduction for each of the three applied earthquakes 

comparing schools SUSJ and SUBR to school SO as 

shown in Table 8.0. For example, applying 

earthquake 1 gives DT/HT equals 1.0 10
-3

, 0.8 10
-3

, 

and 0.77 10
-3

 for schools SO, SUSJ, and SUBR, 

respectively. As shown in Table 8.0, the change in 

the base shear was small with the exception of school 

SUCJ which showed large increase in the base shear. 

In the case of earthquake 1, the values of V/W% are 

21.92 for school SO and 34.87 for school SUCJ. 

 

Table 7.0: Maximum Interstorey Drift/ Storey Height 

(Inter-Story Drift Ratio) for the Investigated School 

from Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis 

m.ue -

ujh 

Floor 

with 

Max-

imum 

Value 

sfret  nrm.ge.rst Nr..mre 

ntfjm  

e 0 t 

sS t
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 e.3* em
-t

 ete9*em
-t

 et9*em
-t

 

sdon  0
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 - - et9*em
-t

 

t
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 ett*em
-t

 etet*em
-t

 et9*em
-t

 

sds  0
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 - - et*0em
-t

 

t
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 mt7*em
-t

 ete9*em
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 et*0em
-t

 

4
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 mt7*em
-t

 - - 

sdmn 0
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 - - et*eem
-t

 

t
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 mt7*em
-t

 ete9*em
-t

 - 

sds  0
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 ett*em
-t

 - - 

t
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 ett*em
-t

 ettm*em
-t

 et*mem
-t

 

 

 

Table 8.0: Maximum Top Storey Drift/ Total School 

Height (DT/HT) (Total Displacement Ratio) and Base 

Shear/ Total School Weight (V/W%) for the 

Investigated School from Nonlinear Dynamic 

Analysis 

m.ue ujh  sfret  nrm.ge.rst Nr..mre 

ntfjm  

e 0 t 

sS mesre  etm* em
-t

 mt77 em
-

t
 

et. em
-t

 

xsM%  0et70 e9ts7 01tm. 

sdon  mesre  ete*em
-t

 mt7t em
-

t
 

et4  em
-t

 

xsM%  e7tse est9. 09tes 

sds  mesre  mts*em
-t

 mt77 em
-

t
 

mt79 em
-

t
 

xsM%  0mt.0 0tt1s 04t4e 

sdmn mesre  0.8*10
-3

 0.99 10
-

3
 

0.90 10
-

3
 

V/W% 17.57 20.81 21.88 

SUCJ DT/HT 1.1*10
-3

 1.10 10
-

3
 

0.80 10
-

3
 

V/W% 34.87 29.60 25.68 

 

8. Conclusions  
1-Using bracings for the school (SUBR) resulted in 

reducing both the failure top level displacement/total 

height and interstorey drift/storey height. 

2-The FRP jacket (SUFRP), the steel jacket (SUSJ), 

and the concrete jacket (SUCJ) give higher value for 

the failure top level displacement/total height and 

interstorey drift/storey height. However, the failure 

loads are higher for the upgraded schools. 

3-Seismic upgraded schools SUFRP, SUSJ, and 

SUCJ show better translation ductility compared to 

the original school as evident from the capacity 

curves and seismic parameters. 

4-Seismic upgraded school SUBR gives lower 

translation ductility. 

5-All the upgrading methods result in increase of the 

base shear. The maximum recorded increase is for 

SUCJ. 

6-As evident from the seismic parameters, schools 

SUFRP, SUSJ, and SUCJ dissipate more seismic 

energy compared to school SUBR. 

7-The nonlinear dynamic analysis gives generally 

lesser maximum interstorey drift/storey height for 

upgraded schools SUSJ and SUBR compared to the 

original school SO.  

8-For schools SUFRP and SUCJ almost similar value 

to school SO for the maximum interstorey drift/storey 

height is obtained from the nonlinear dynamic 

analysis. 

9-As obtained from the pushover analysis, the 

nonlinear time history analysis gives almost similar 
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values for the base shear for the four seismic 

upgraded schools compared to the original school 

with the maximum increase for SUCJ. 

10-In summary, the upgrading method using bracing 

is good in limiting the drift while the upgrading 

method using concrete jacket gives better ductility. 
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